Internet

- History of Technology
  - Babbage (Difference Engine)
  - Licklider (Man-Computer Symbiosis)
  - Wiener (Cybernetics=connection/communication between computer and machine)
  - Tim Berners-Lee (World Wide Web)
Internet

- Interpreters of Technology
  - McLuhan
    - Medium is the Message/Massage
    - Global Village
  - Gibson
    - Art Boys vs Tech Geeks
    - Cyberspace

CONCEPT
Digital Art

- Telematic Art (Computers and Telecommunication)
- Interactive Art (Installation-based/participation)
- Systems Art (Computer-based modeling)
Abelism

- “Persons with disabilities”
- Defined as a Subculture
• Internet and Computer ACCESSIBILITY
  • Simulations showed us the challenges
  • Hardware, Software & Equipment Solutions
  • ADA and Section 508 laws apply to Web design